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   Reference Z2011 H34 1993 (LC)

   Reference PN147 A28 1985 (LC)
   Also: CCL Reference; SML stacks

   Reference PN41 H6X 1992
   Also: CCL Reference

   SML Stacks PR9080 F76 1989

   SML Stacks Z1502 B5 H83 (LC)

   CCL PL8010 J3413

   SML Stacks PR9210 W4

   Reference PR85 C29 1988
   Also: CCL

   CCL PS92 C35 1994

    Reference PS92 C64 1988
    Also: CCL

   Also: SML Stacks

   Also: CCL

   Also: CCL Reference

II. BIOGRAPHICAL SOURCES


   Also: CCL Reference


   Also: CCL Reference
Reference PS185 A43
Also: SML Stacks

22. Bio-Base. Detroit, MI: Gale Research Co., 1978-
Reference Desk Fiche S320

Reference Z5305 U5 +B56 1980 (LC)

24. Biography and Genealogy Master Index. Detroit, MI: Gale Research Co., 1985-
Reference Z5305 U5 +B562 (LC)

Reference Z5301 B56 (LC)
Also available online through the Library Research Workstation

26. Contemporary Authors: A Bio-Bibliographical Guide to Current Writers in Fiction, General Nonfiction, Poetry, Journalism, Drama, Motion Pictures, Television and Other Fields. Detroit, MI: Gale, 1962-
Reference Z1224 C65 (LC)

Reference E176 D5 (LC)

Reference PR113 D5 1985

29. Dictionary of Literary Biography. Detroit, MI: Gale Research Co., 1978-
Reference PN451 +D53
Also: CCL Reference

Reference CT3260 N67 (LC)
Also: CCL Reference

Reference CT3260 N69 (LC)
Also: CCL Reference

III. LIBRARY CATALOGS, NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHIES, AND UNION CATALOGS

Reference Z2000.9 +C66 1982 (LC)


Reference Z881 N592 +S353 (LC)

Reference Z881 A1 +N373 (LC)
A comprehensive catalog of the holdings of over 800 research libraries in the United States and Canada. An author catalog, it contains records, with location information, for books published anywhere in the world before 1956 but now held in the United States or Canada.

Supplemented by:
Reference Z881 A1 +N37 (LC)

Reference Fiche S122

SML stacks Z1215 +P97 (LC) [Latest edition at Catalog Reference Desk]
Also: CCL Reference [Latest edition only]

Reference Z921 +B86 (LC)
Supplements: 1956/65 (50v.); 1966/70 (26v.); 1971/75 (13v.)

Reference Fiche B1221

Reference Fiche B1223

42. *Nineteenth Century Short-Title Catalogue*. Teaneck, NJ: Distributed by Chadwyck-Healey, 1984-.
Ser.1, phase 1: 1801-1815 (6 v.); ser.2, phase 1: 1816-1870 (14v.) In progress.
Reference Z2001 +N65 1984 (LC)
Records extracted from the catalogues of the Bodleian Library, the British Library, the Library of Trinity College, Dublin, the National Library of Scotland, and the University Libraries of Cambridge and Newcastle and designed to provide a bibliographic record of British books published during the nineteenth century. This includes all books published in Britain, all books in English wherever published, and all translations wherever published.

43. *Eureka* [computer file]: *The Online Database of the Research Libraries Group*. Available through the Multi-Protocol Gateway (MPG) and through the Yale University Library Research Workstation.
IV. BIBLIOGRAPHIES

   Reference Z1002 +B47 1965 (LC)

   Reference Z1002 B53 (LC)

   Reference Z1225 A1 N55 (LC)
   Also: CCL

   Reference Z1502 B5 A38 (LC)

   Reference Z1595 B46 1988 (LC)

   Reference Z1595 C364X 1993 (LC)

   SML Stacks Z1501 C37 (LC)

   Reference Z1595 C63 (LC)

   SML Stacks X439 970E

   SML Stacks Z5942 +C68 822 (LC)

   SML Stacks X901 965Jg

   Reference Z1595 J67 1984 (LC)

   SML Stacks Z2000.9 N48 (LC)

   Reference Z1229 N39 A37 (LC)

   Reference Z1229 N39 F34 (LC)

   Reference Z1229 N39 G57 1989 (LC)

   SML Stacks Z1229 N39 H68 (LC)

   Reference Z1229 N39 M37 (LC)

   Reference Z1361 E4 +M52 (LC)
   Also: SML stacks, Andrews Study

   Reference Z5956 A47 P47 1982 (LC)

   Reference PS153 N5 P49 1988
   Also: Drama Reference

   SML Stacks PS153 N5 P495 1990
   Also: Drama Reference

   Reference Z1229 N39 R87
   Also: CCL Reference
V. PERIODICALS

A. GUIDES AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES

   Reference Z2000.9 W37 (LC)

   Reference PN4882.5 D36

   Catalog Reference Desk Z6945 +U53 1965 (LC)
   Also: Reference

   Reference Z6951 C57 (LC)

   Reference Z6951 C572 (LC)

   Reference Z1219 +K75 (LC)

B. INDEXES

   SML stacks NX506 C34 (LC) [Current Issues in Periodical Reading Room]
   Publishes annual annotated bibliographies of African-American literature, Caribbean and South American literature, and African literatures

   Reference AI3 I48 (LC)

76. *Index to Black Periodicals*. Boston, MA: G.K. Hall & Co., 1984-
   Reference AI3 I563 (LC)

   Reference AI3 I563 (LC)

   Reference AI3 I563 (LC)

   Reference Z1361 N39 N58 (LC)
   Reference Z1236 +A43 (LC)

    Reference Z1236 +A4318 (LC)

    Reference Z1236 +A432 (LC)

    v.11-25. 1974-88.
    Reference Z1236 +A433 (LC)

    Reference Z1236 +A434 (LC)

    Reference Z1236 +A4344 (LC)

    CD-ROM Reference Center
    1964-present

79. Arts & Humanities Citation Index . 1976-. Philadelphia Institute for Scientific Information, 1975-. Three
    times a year, with the last issue the annual cumulation.
    Reference Z5937 +A795 (LC)
    Also available online (1978-) through the Library Research Workstation.

80. Expanded Academic Index .
    Available through Orbis.
    An index to the contents of about 1500 English-language journals covering a wide variety of disciplines, published since 1985.

    Reference Z6953.8 H36 1984 (LC)

82. Hapi, Hispanic American Periodicals Index . 1975-. Los Angeles, UCLA Latin American Center Publications, University of California.
    Reference Z6953.8 +H36 (LC)

82a. Hapi (1970-present) is also available online through the Library Research Workstation

    Reference D1 +H48

    Reference D1 +H482

    Reference D1 +H483
CD-ROM Reference Center
Covers 1964-present.

Reference AI1 S63 (LC)

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1920-
Reference Z2011 M63 (LC)

New York: MLA, 1921-
Reference Z7006 M63 (LC)
CD-ROM Reference Center, 1963-
Available online (1963-present) through the Library Research Workstation

87. Nineteenth Century Readers’ Guide to Periodical Literature, 1890-1899, with Supplementary Indexing.
Reference AI3 +R43 (LC)

Available online through the Library Research Workstation

Reference AI3 P656 1938 (LC)

C. REPRESENTATIVE JOURNALS

SML Stacks PR9205.45 C37

SML Stacks PR9080 A17

SML Stacks Ia105 J829 (Current issues in Periodical Reading Room)

SML Stacks PR9320.45 K94

94. Twentieth Century Literature. v. 1- Apr. 1955-. <Hempstead, N.Y., etc., Hofstra University Press, etc., 1955->
SML Stacks Ia105 T914 (Current issues in Periodical Reading Room)

95. World Literature Written in English. <Arlington, Tex., University of Texas at Arlington> Department of English, 1971-.
SML Stacks PR9080 A1 W67

VI. PRIMARY SOURCES


108. ________. *American Fiction, 1876-1900: A Contribution Toward a Bibliography.* San Marino, CA:
    Microform Film B765

    Microform Film B838

    Microform Film B855

B. ARCHIVES AND MANUSCRIPTS

    Available through the Library Research Workstation
    *ArchivesUSA* integrates three resources: The National Union Catalog of Manuscript Collections (NUCMUC), The Directory of Archives and Manuscript Repositories in the US (DARMUS), and The National Inventory of Documentary Sources in the United States (NIDS). Researchers can search descriptions of manuscript collections in the United States, link to information about the repositories, and locate the finding aids in NIDS, a microfiche collection in the Microtext Center of SML.

    Reference CD3020 +D49 1988 (LC)

    Reference Z6620 U5 +N37 (LC)

    Reference Z6620 U5 +I53 1988 (LC)

    Reference Z6620 U5 +N36 1994 (LC)

    Microform Fiche B1333

    Microform Fiche B2262

VII. DISSERTATIONS

    Available online through the Library Research Workstation

    SML Stacks Z1502 B5 +C65 1974 (LC)